Emergency Economic Responses to the COVID-19 Pandemic

Closed to further applications

Faculty Member: Andrew Metrick
Christian McNamara

This project is eligible for remote work.

Proposal Description:

Assist in the creation of a database of all emergency economic responses to the COVID-19 pandemic through ongoing monitoring of what programs are announced in one or more countries.

Requisite Skills and Qualifications:

Interest in economic responses to the pandemic

Foreign language skills helpful, but not required

Award: Tiana Lopez
Asante Mzungu
Arnav Dhingra
Tobin Application Link: Tobin Application

Project Type: Tobin RA
Project Year: 2021
Term: Spring 2021

Source URL: https://economics.yale.edu/undergraduate/tobin-ra/spring-2021/emergency-economic-responses-covid-19-pandemic